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INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE

I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A

BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST

Stargate Round Table

Host: MariettaRobert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Saturday:

2:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Hosts: Tara & Rama
T &R

Friday, Saturday: From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call
Line [8-9 pm MST 1-641-715-3650 pin 353 863#] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US
• BBS Phone Line:

1 – 888-429-5471

1-716-748-0144

NO PIN REQUIRED: this line is very, very clear!

B Conference Call:

1-641-715-3650

C Skype:

BBSradio2

D

This # picks up the first available line.

PIN #

353 863#

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down on LHS; click on Live Talk Radio Shows
• Scroll down to Saturday History Call with Tara and Rama, and click on “Library Archives”
• Click on those words and you will be taken to the listing of all program archives, the latest one
being at the top.
• You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.
● The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/
look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

II

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays:

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
9:00 – 10:30 pm EST

Ashtar on the Road
Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & others
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;
PIN 972400##
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

C

Wednesdays:

The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only: 1–712-432-0900
PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990 PIN 666238#

Opening Meditation:
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9 – 10:30 EST

7:00 – 9:00 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 605-475-5950; PIN 9467441#

Cheryl Croci
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Housekeeping:
BBS:

Cheryl Croci

• A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
• The radio program costs $300 per week. And we need $300 for this week!
SO MUCH GRATITUDE FOR KEEPING US CAUGHT UP !!!

• Go to BBSradio.com/Station2; find the listing for True History call; find the Paypal button
• BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS BBS ARCHIVES for either of the 2 T & R PROGRAMS,
or the Thursday night program or MariettaRobert's Stargate Round Table
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
[Please put “Attention Don” on the envelope.]
5167 Toyon Lane
[Please note inside that it's for T&R; MR]
Paradise, CA
95969
• Sending a check to BBS means all your money is received; using Paypal incurs a fee.
T & R: • Their full-time, life time commitment is to be tuned in to what is really going on behind the
artificial world we see around us. They don't ask for anything but they do require food, gas, a
home, and access to BBS Radio on order to get this information out to the world.
• This week: need $$$ for bills, gas. Thank you, thank you, thank you!
• We can donate via the Paypal button on the homepage of 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
• Please notify them if you're sending something:
• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

koran999@comcast.net

Ram D Berkowitz
1704-B Llano St, #249
Santa Fe, NM 87505
317-773-0061

• phone contact is via MariettaRobert Pickett:
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
• THE GO FUND ME A/C Also requires more help!
https://www.gofundme.com/RamaSurgery

$11, 818 of $14k
as of today

FROM ASHTAR ON THE ROAD: donate to the Santa Fe Coop so T&R can access organic, fresh food
• Your donation here supports an account set up for Tara & Rama with Beneficial Farms
Community Supported Agriculture in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
•

These funds will be exclusively used to maintain this weekly account for a steady supply of
fresh produce to Tara and Rama. They and we are very grateful for your assistance.

• Please make the donation through the A-O-T-R store. People can do multiples if they want:
http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/catalog/item/2497194/10263880.htm
• Fran has put a link on the Ashtar page as well.
http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/tara__rama_A_A_news_reports.html
MR:

• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too
• You can also book a session with MR for a transformational clearing.

T: Any trouble hearing means an issue with the sound: it's an emergency – call 1-888-710-8061
Intro Notes

The following audio link allows you to listen to the entire program.

http://bbsradio.com/podcast/true-history-december-10-2016
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HARD NEWS
T: There's another shift in the wind on a daily basis!
• The Founding Fathers did not base this country in Xianity for a reason: not that the Office
of the Christ is not sacred, but that the Office of the Christ was already misaligned by
organized religion - since 324 Ad at least, the time of the Nicean Council, the teachings
of Christ were thrown out as heresy; he was identified as a traitor
• Done on purpose: Constantine knew better; as the Roman ruler, he represents what Bush Jr
represents: the demise of we the people and all oligarchies fall – just a matter of time!
R: At the same time he was doing his thing in Rome, the Councils of the Galaxy were gathering
with some of the greatest minds in the Universe - at the Solar Tribunal on Saturn: they
knew then that the downward spiral would begin and it would be about the ascension
frequencies that are pouring in at this time
T: but the downward spirals started in the middle period of Atlantis and went to Egypt!
R: As they were planning to throw out the Man with the Plan, the Councils of the Galaxy were
already setting the contingency forces in place: this is written about in the book called The
Master Symbol of The Solar Cross by Tuella
T: the general consciousness of the people at that time was far from being at the level it is today
R: as Constantine rode into Rome, the ships showed up – they decloaked - to his entire army to
let him know that they were present and knew what he was up to! He said “Oh shit!”
T: and this was written out of history – yes! As now, things are being written out of history too
R: This is the greatest epoch in our history!
T: yes it is the greatest evolutionary step: it's the 7th Age of Aquarius: we have had 7 yugas and
when the Age of Aquarius has gone round 7 times, it is 175,000 years of our most receent
evolutionary stages of development that have passed in which our DNA has improved for
those who pursued, sought out, the wisdom – ask and it shall be given! Then the love
floods into the soul
• Yet, each time and each epic – there was only a small group that carried things over from
one evolutionary stage to another – it has only been one small group, as per Margaret
Mead, that has every changed the world and helped this development
• this time they have increased their assistance: Mother told them 475 billion years ago you have
your free will choice and that if you don't hold accountablity for what you do, and as things
will accumulate and you create technologies like nukes and mind control stuff – then
this is the time that free will choice goes
R: and the Order of the Jedi, the X Men, are here now
R: Talked today to the 4 Pleiadians ladies at a college in Santa Fe
They pointed out an article to him: the greatest groups of twin flame energy and the elder
grandmothers at Standing Rock – the living masters, immortals come in and share their
wisdom with the Councils and it spreads out exponentially: already happening in spite
of the fake media not covering it
• they will have to report this because the mitachlorians, the Force, take care of
themselves: he's talking about that which has no name, other than All that Is, Creator
Source.
T: it's a nano particle, in biological terms
R: it's anti matter – yes, it is energy – it is consciousness; it can affect physicality
T: our brain is part of our physical body; our mind & what we do with our mind is non-physcial yet
there is an interface between our brain and our mind
• for example: at the moment, 1- 50 kids are born with autism at the moment
• in spite of the brain malfunction, an autistic child is more easily in touch with the truth
than those of us who are more easily programmed
• they are not so easily programmed – and this has to do with the mitachlorians
R: the Force – bypasses the lower frequencies and connects with the heart
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• he's being told by the Pleiadians – things roll out in terms of disclosure of all kinds
• the evil clown show goes on until the plug is pulled on the transmission line of all the

satellites

• they reminded R of the satellites, when the signal is given, will take the proper steps to

stop transmitting the BS & broadcasting the galactic news

• He gives as an example what happened on BBC radio many years ago
• this planet was warned: NO NUKES! And this is the time when we have a mad man who

used word magic on people – as Dr Keshe has said: when battle ships float upside down,
and guns, tanks, planes don't work, we need to figure out how to talk with each other!

T: This has to do with the influence of the Council of Elders - the talking begins with Chief
Archembault and one of the Grandmothers who shows up on AM Joy
The system we are in right now: Cmdr Don said he feels so free right now – there is a
reason for that but it is not housed in the system: it's a feeling that is coming from
another space
• And Ron Paul said the crash WILL happen – on Boom Bust last night
• He knows about the economic situation, what we're going through and we are
feeling free because of what we know about NESARA
• the part of him that has it write is because he was one of the writers of the NESARA bill
and it was signed by Bill Clinton
• He is also completely compromised because he made a deal to have Dove of
Oneness killed – it happened by the Bushes
• we have not held accountable what is going on and this is absolutely required for us to go
forward to go to the next evolutionary leap as a people - ENTER STANDING ROCK.
R: Making Contact:[took over from Camp Love space] talked with John Kiriouku – he
worked for CIA, exposed the torture memos and why Chelsea Manning remains in jail, and
Julian Assange is in the Equadorian enbassy & our rogue agencies
• talked of military psychiatrists today & otherw who have played around with
• JK said Trump knows nothing about water boarding
• Gitmo needs to be closed and handed back to Cuba
• US needs to get out of Cuba: it's a sovereign country, had no business being there in the
first place
T: what we've been given – with NO DATES – Obama has an opportunity after these ones no
longer have immunity – which is done on Jan 1, 2017 – to sign the US on to the
International Court of Justice – the ICJ – he signed the US onto the ICC in 2010 which is
under the jurisdiction of the World court
• the World Court represents that LM Nada is on that court as a special lawsmith
• she is ALSO THE HEAD OF THE SOLAR TRIBUNAL ON SATURN – this includes the
entire law of the solar system, & THAT LAW OF THE EARTH IS NEGATIVELY
AFFECTING THE solar system AS IT IS NOT INSISTING ON ACCOUNTABILITY
• The WEATHER HAS BEEN /IS BEING MANIPULATED: starts in the Rockies at the border between
AB and BC which is not so much affected.
• Getting really cold in Alberta, as the polar vortex is moving south – where the cold air of the
Arctic meets the warmer air of the temperate zone and this fluctuates; 6 times as much
warmer air moves into the Arctic circle as cold air descended: they are encouraging
because the ice will melt, and then they can access the oil beneath the land
• what they don't get is that the increased solar flares and frequencies coming from Sol, Helios

and Vesta, and Great Central Sun – as these increase in magnitude and frequencies, more
haywire things will happen and alll kinds of technologies will be affected.
• The dark side has lost yet, for all intents and purposes, das fuhrer is playing with his
story for the moment – just a particle in terms of time!
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T: it's the Koch brothers who are behind the curtain; Trump has nowhere near the money that is
required to do what has been done – he's stolen tons of money, and he had $35 million
from his father who got it from HIS father – his biological father is unknown;
• his birth certificate is out of South Africa; Mother is known, a Dutch royal princess
meaning they are nazis
R: the inter breeding of the 13 families is about the orchestration of this failed timeline
T: it's a debt jubilee – every 49 years, there has always been a debt jubiliee in nature and it has
not been happening because an invading force of reptiles occupied and became the 13
families; decided to become a dictatorship so we no longer have what the founding fathers
intended
• the founding fathers never wanted a 2 party system: it becomes factioning if it gets
locked in, and is not true to the small “d” democratic way of life inside the republic
• the republican party in 1860 and before was a democratic party and at that time – before
1860 - they did not want slavery yet this is still a front as there is a game plan run
by the reptiles/13 families who control BOTH PARTIES!
• As Loki said in The Dark Lord – when you live for 10 to 12,000 years end up not giving a flying

*** this is why the Lords of Karma have come in – the folks ruling over the 13 families
have been here for 65 million years and some have been in original bodies, some have
changed bodies since that ancient time;
they did body hopping all the time – to move bodies without death, they moved souls into
another body so they could keep on going

• Transhumanism: THE 13 families wanted to complete an android body with soul matrix in it -

and the antroid body would last forever and would be programmable – that is their idea
• it would mean that free will choice would disappear, and that is not part of the [larger]
plan. Not allowed – it's called Free Will choice Reigns and they are not to intervene
• Yet they have already intervened in a sense from the time of the dropping of the nukes at
the end of WW2

• and the Ashtar Command and other galactics have been part of the US gov't since 1945

the wingmakers' job – have come from our future to our past, to intervene in our
civilization's development & to let us know that we are the ones we've been waiting for.
• No they have not been neutral since the beginning of our evolutionary process
Their job from the beginning: they knew things would get as confusing as they

are, and they as neutral witnesses were to witness & honour the Prime
Directive
• they did not intervene in the past when other 5th dimensional beings and the
Annunaki who knew better, nuked this planet. They knew these things were
going to happen, and also knew that we would answer the call at this time
• they did not intervene when Sarah and Lot were in Mesopetamia and Jehovah, god
of the Old Testament, said get out of here, and Sarah did not want to give
up her material world: she wanted to stay, and she got nuked, turned into a
pillar of salt
• the movie called Terminator 2: Judgement Day – had a vision, sat on a park
bench and saw a mother pushing her child in a swing and the nukes came in
and turned her into dust: a pllar of salt
• as his father [Asthar] told him when he was 13 in 1967: no nukes!
• Yet it did happen once and again in 1945, and it was about to happen in Los Angeles in 1962
when a nuke was released from Cuba by US CIA, aimed at LA, to turn 3 million into pillars
of salt & how many else would have been damaged
• so the Wingmakers moved more strongly due to the kinds of technology being used
• Listen again to the voice of Commander Brillon was one of Ashtar Command in 1977 who

took over BBC news and told the BBC news and the rest of the world: Stop the nukes and
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this is your last warning.

• Although nuclear activity continued: t he 2 nukes that went off in Fukishima were planted

there in 1945: is this the reason they got to do that? R does not know - It's confusing:
saying “no nukes” and letting them be planted??
• there was another thing too
• and the nukes at the base of the buildings in NYC were tritium bombs – 8 million people

got nuked; all in NYC were affected in their DNA! [911]
R: Yes – and at the same time, we are in the greatest moment we've ever been in of all time!
T: in the next game, they do not want NESARA at all; since there is financial encroachment at the
moment which Ron Paul spoke to last night – rather than let this happen: this global
economy collapses; NESARA happens - and 911 gets revealed – so they would rather have
another nuclear World War than let any of that happen
R: Yes that is what they are playing with - Mr Putin, Mr Xi, Mr Obama know and many others
know what Dr Keshe knows, what the nuclear scientists know: as the ships show up over
the missile silos, they do not work – this is about peace and love; this is not woo-woo!
Ashtar does not do “woo woo”
T: what about the appointment of these characters?
R: we are watching an installment of the 4th Reich – it's an exercise in increasing fear
R: As Dr Keshe has said: when your battle ships are floating upside down in the Gulf, then
we will have a conversation!!
T: Will they let Mr Trump take the oath of office?
R: he keeps being told: we are in the greatest moment of transfiguration; it is about the 4 th
turning, the heros and prophets showing up.
• NO they will not give R an answer; has to do with the changing of the timelines, and
how WE move the energies
T: So he could be inaugurated as long as no nukes are involved
R: even the astrologers he heard this morning on MoonWise: as we approach 9 days from
now - the 19th – Mercury is going retrograde into Capricorn: there will be a review of what
has gone on - and reviewing the rigging of the election by both sides: Bernie was the only
viable candidate, the only one who got the majority of the votes
• it's about the 13 families who are scared s*** less about
the incoming inslaught of
the Legions of Heaven who mean business! It is like Starwars: the New Hope –
the
return of the Jedi and it is serious stuff.
• The Pleidians ladies said No bones about it: Orange Hitler is not long for this world
• and the spies are everywhere, increased gestapo everywhere – send more love, send
more peace. Make me an instrument of thy peace
As people don't understand what is real and what is not real, they will push for what is not in their
best interests
R: he's been told to take a quantum leap off the cliff ; he and all of us will be taken care of – as
he has been told by the teachers of his teacher who was sitting with others in the air over
a valley in the Himilayas – it's a quantum leaps, an inner feeling of moving with the forec
which is non-verbal – we have to jump and trust – it's a leap of faith
T: you mean some might just leave the earth? There is no in-between!
• We are watching the gathering of the energies right now – he's playing with the assembling of
his fake empire yet which is not really fake
• right now ET Corey and the Secret Space Command folks and others talk about, hint at
all the stories – our intergalactic super corporations have Darth Vader's imperial fleets are
at the edge of our solar system and cannot get out of this system, they are in lock down
and there are ones inside those Imperial Fleets who are waking up – refers to Luke
Skywalker – have to take the quantum leap
T: as we do that, each and everyone of us take that leap, there is more of an opportunity for them
to intervene, for us all to move forward – that movement - through us together - brings
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more intervention – in other words, we are not left out of this picture -this is the part that
is hard to grasp!
R: this is because of the magnitude of fear which has been pushed.
• Today he saw at least 10 strange looking vehicles in Santa Fe – like Chevy Impalas with
dark window and in army green; white ones with antennas on them, going down the I 25
• remember the outfitted SUV that Sgt Fury had in “The Avengers: Winter Soldier” - one
gets an ominous feeling looking at those kinds of law enforcement vehicles driving around
town and going away from town as a group – not a good feeling to see
• Blaze the violet fire and send love to all these situations – they are playing with trying to
scare us!
T: have to realize it's not Trump, it's not Hillary: today they are going after Comey and making a
big propaganda thing about Putin intervening in the election, siding with Trump:
It's not true and is more blatant than ever: it's all over MSNBC & worse on other channels
• the DUMB reptiles are the ones controlling Comey who are connected with the Gnostic
Illuminati – the opposite of the Austrian- based illuminati reptiles behind the 13 families
• have a dead robot called hillary going after gnostic illuminati & trying to take out comey
• Harry Reid – completely compromised - was on AM Joy this morning and said Comey needs to
be arrested, and that he knew better and knew the Russian things were going on –
• this is not judging the soul: this happened last night too with Leo Wanta • Gerry was saying last night that we cannot say that about Leo Wanta as people can
change their minds
• what has not happened is that there has been no accountability for the role he played
before – he's incarcerated at the moment and there are supposed to be 60 trillions
of dollars that he is supposed to have his hands on and this has to do with why we
have a debt jubiliee – it's the old order and an old timeline with no authority
R: this $60 trillion plus is connected with Herman vs Herman and all the programs in the hands of
St Germain, not Leo Wanta's hands
T: Yet it is IS promised to him yet it is not really his money; the scene behind the scene that he
played into is that which invaded and occupied which skewed the whole evolutionary steps
that the human race now has the ability to create with
• therefore all that goes to zero – none of that money gets used now, it all has a
background whether we know it or not , nor it is for us to judge the soul as those behind
the scene caused the level of understanding that those involved may or may not have had.
• it has to do with not being able up until now due to the way the system has been rigged - to
move beyond the knowledge of good and evil which is the next step: to move beyond the
3rd Chakra and the right use of will – the whole system is so corrupted now that there
is no way to keep going: we are at the end game
• WE ARE DONE WITH GOOD AND EVIL; WE ARE DONE WITH ORGANIZED
RELIGION which is the most insideous perpetrator of programming ever, beyond politics
• all the religions start out with “we are not gods and goddesses” and “we are all
sinners” - farthest thing from the truth - NOT TRUE.
• The knowledge of good and evil, the programming of “good guys”, “ bad guys” - We can no longer
say Leo Wanta is a bad guy for, as we move up in frequencies, we move beyond that
polarity
• in 1987 the 4th dimension merged with the 3rd – and the cherokee and the wisdom of the
Cherokee are the Elders of the Iroquois
• then we moved from the 4th straight into the 5th : this was when the photon belt locked
on to our planet and gently moved the planet and the solar system - we are in the
5th dimension and for those who can work with the next level, we are in the Age of
the 6th sun – beyond the 5th into the 6th
• there is a group of dimensional levels from 6th – 9th, all over lit by the Green Tara – as
we learn about the ceremonies and the teachings about the Green Tara, it's a big
deal:
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• has to do with the way we lead – as we work with the 4 dimensions, this is where the

Council of Elders are – the native people and their ceremony, and the forgivness
that was given for the imposition on the Standing rock nation of which Chief
Archembault is the head, and of Grandmother Phyllis Young represents OsetiChowa

• This was on AM Joy this morning:
• Grandmother Young she speaks of the fact that they are of the oseti Ochowa

we have lit that fire after 150 years based on ancestral law

• this predates the constitution fo the US and also predates the 1452 Doctrine of Discovery

in the spiritual levels

• most recently they have 150 year old treaties - the Treaty of Laramie - yet this goes

beyond the linear doctrines and taking their land for free, and murdering the people
as well
• This is the unwritten law: we are the predecessors sovereign of america and any attack
made on us, the democratic thing to do is to concede from our country: we are not
americans; we are oseti chakowe – we have a dual citizenship and we will have to decide
what we are loyal to. We are good americans; we have code talkers – what is happening at
Standing Rock is symbolic of what is happening across Indian country, as well as America
and the whole world
• the teachings of this land go way beyond colour – yet colour issues only happened when so
many white people were brought from europe
• and this brings up the story that there never were white people because that was an
experiment in which the melanin wastaken from our skin
• the military vets presented themselves, representing themselves as our foe – Gen Wesley
Clark's son asked for forgiveness
• and on that ceremony, the elder gave him a spiritual energizing that brings the soul and
heart of the elders and those before them into equality – we have mended had a
peace ceremony with the military vets
• they are committed and as it is still a republic, goverened by treaties which are the supreme law
of the land – they will prevail under that idea of treaties as the law of the land
Reporter from MSNBC, Cal, was asked: we know this pipeline was re-routed from the capital
[Bismarck] and non-native americans to put it squarely in the land
of this tribe? Andy
reporting on whether this re-routing will stand.
Cal Perry: here's the problem there is no geographical trick to get around the Missoui River
T: St G presided over the constitution – and it went a lot higher than just white Anglo
Saxon people in spite of the fact that it never got implemented!
• have to go beyond 3rd dimension, 3rd chakra greed, power, control, money system
CP: so it has to cross the river; 2 treaties signed in 1861 and one in 1868 – will the
pipeline be moved? On Jan 1st, the pipeline investors have a chance to drop out – do
the big banks drop out of it?
Joy: we will continue to follow this story – thanks Young and Perry
Audio: Oct 27, 2016 – Thom Hartmann
Dan Sisson & Thom Hartmann – The American Revolution
T: Reads her transcription of what Ron Paul said “The stock market will crash it is just a matter of
when!”
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OPEC is pushing non-OPEC members to join its oil output reduction. Ameera David
has details. Bianca Facchinei takes a look at new statistics from the CDC showing a
slight decrease in US life expectancy. Jim Rickards, author of new book “The Road to
Ruin,” tells Ameera what he expects from a Donald Trump economy, and how his
cabinet could shape up.
Former US Representative and libertarian icon Ron Paul gives his take on the TrumpCarrier deal, if the US is at risk of recession, and whether or not the housing market
is in a bubble. In The Big Deal, Edward Harrison breaks down junk bonds, which are
faring well amongst a broader bond sell-off.
Take a look!
T: the question of Rex Tillerman CEO of Exxon Mobil – picked to be Sec of State: he is one of few
non-gov't people who sees and negotiates regularly with Putin; Kissenger has also had
such a relationship with Putin.
• Just because they manipulate the weather to make things look like they are getting worse, does
not mean that what has been happening is ????
• already stated that vertebrates are going extinct
• and 2/3 of the large vertebrates will be gone by 203o- BECAUSE PEOPLE ARE MOVING
INTO THE TERRITORY WHERE ANIMALS FIND THEIR FOOD: giraffes are going
extinct because the trees whose leaves they eat are being clear cut!!!
• does the United States need better relations with Russia?

T: Are the leanings of the CEO of Exxon Mobil to be the way things are to go?
• Black Forest used to be beautiful
• there is a beetle destroying the black forest because of the rise in temperatures
• we are supposed to be at 350.org and we are way above that in terms of parts / billion
• Fracking has been pushed by Hillary, and has destroyed lots of Europe as well as of US

• Air does not limit itself to the borders of the polluting countries: the US is a bigger polluter than

even China which is getting rid of its coal fired plants much faster than the US.
T: what did Gen Barry McCaffrey who talks of Gen Michael Flynn verging on the edge of
• could be connected to McCrystal and Betraeus
• Michael Hastings was a Rolling Stone who was taken out for talking about 911; he was
also going to expose something else [probably related to Julian Assange]
T: Yes, John Podesta and Hillary are involved in child sex ring and they have seen pictures of
Hillary and Huma Abedin having sex with a 14 year old girl – and Trump is also involved
for 20 years with Hillary in that pedophile ring
Elaine Chao – wife of McTurtle – her father owns the shipping company that provided the
ship to transport the Ebola virus to Africa
Reading:
[SEE BELOW]
2016-12-08 James Mattis Is a War Criminal: I Experienced His Attack on Fallujah
Firsthand
T: they want WW 3 and this means BOTH CLINTON AND TRUMP - change we can believe in
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has to come from us!
Audio:

Kanye vs Gaga - Is Fame Making Us Crazy? Russell Brand The Trews (E377)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tu7oP5AIW5g

Russell Brand
Published on 7 Dec 2016
In this week's Trews we examine the effects of fame on the mental health of an
increasingly materialistic society.
Audio: Chris Hedges 2016-12-11 The wreckage of neoliberalism with Philipp Ther
https://www.rt.com/shows/on-contact/369923-neoliberal-policies-far-right/
Chris Hedges discusses the damage done to Europe by neoliberal policies with Philipp
Ther, author of “Europe Since 1989: A History.” RT Correspondent Anya Parampil
looks at the current rise of the far right in Europe, spawned by neoliberalism.

Audio: 2016-12-08 Let’s Take a Look at Trump’s Cabinet of Villains | The Resistance
with Keith Olbermann | GQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TxPO8dSJu74
Quite a crew he’s assembling to help run the country. Quite a crew.
T: can hear something about Hillary in that interview: Keith has to stay alive!
• Brings up the Vaccines and what Bobby Kennedy Jr said when we start taking on 5th
dimensional awareness, that is the best ????

MUSICAL BREAK
ASTROLOGY

Richard [Ri]

the Pele Report by Kaypacha
https://youtu.be/oi6M8GZk760
click here to download/listen to the Pele Report mp3
If, by chance, I lose my way,
But sincerely desire to grow,
Spirit will surely bring to me,
Brothers and sisters who know.
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The Gemini Full Moon Tuesday, and indeed Mars and Venus in Aquarius all week portends
networking with new friends to build future dreams. What I didn't mention in the report is that
this is accomplished by getting over some of our judgments about ourselves and others. It is so
easy to approach relationships from either a place of superiority or inferiority! Both of those get in
the way of truly connecting with another person. This is a good time to watch yourself and see
just how quick you are forming opinions of other people (and yourself) and make efforts to
suspend some of your conclusions until further information is gathered (Gemini Moon). Perhaps it
will take years haha!
The astrology of 2017 points to a real 52-card pickup game where all the cards get flipped up into
the air. If we can enjoy the game and not seek to pull them down too soon and create a "false
order" we will see the design that Spirit has in store for us. Long, deep, breathing, patience, and
remaining calm through the chaos will reveal deep mystery to us. May you relish every moment of
your unfolding through these tumultuous times!
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The Coming Week:
Sun: Moon in Taurus; sun conjunct Saturn
Mon: Moon into Gemini in am; sun trines Uranus a fire trine, Saturn
Tues: full moon; moon trines Jupiter in Libra – in the mid day; 7 pm is full moon - moon in
Gemini is an air trine; Venus has entered Aquarius tonight
Wed: moon into Cancer – it will trine Neptune
Thur: Moon opposes Mercury and Pluto, which are in Capricorn; with T square with Jupiter,
Uranus and a full cardinal cross
Fri: no aspects – happens every once in a while.
Next weekend is a Leo weekend
Ri: we are far enough into the Aquarian age that we can begin to feel progress: things being
ready to pop!
• Inspired to choose a volume of books called

Thrice Greatest Hermes in 3 volumes
G.R. S. Mead wrote Preface: Studies in Hellenistic Theosophy and Gnosis being a
translation of the extant sermons and fragments of the Thrice-greatest Hermes. Mead
worked with British museum – preface dated 1906.
• Lots of interest at the time in hellenistic material - talks of the range of subjects in the material;

most of material is pre-christian and Greek which he translated – about what was going on
before the new testament was written: a sympathetic study of the material of ancient
Egypt
• includes 18 sermons written by Thoth
Ri goes to vol 3: Excerpts and Fragments – Ri goes to discussion from the Sermon of “From Isis
to Horus” - Isis is wife/feminine aspect of divine wisdom – this is info that came out of the
temples – begins with first 2 pages.

CONFERENCE CALL
P reports the temps in Alberta at the moment: cool – VERY, VERY cool!
Ri: the material he was reading is considered the occidental material; out of India Buddha had his
incarnation in 600 BC, so this material is about 600 years later
Corpus Hermeticum #1 Poemandrus the shepherd of men – so the idea of a shepherd of
men is not a new idea; Aslepious that is the opeicuan and refers to St Germain [T]
• Ri says this one is considered to be a high master – a manifestation of Thoth, which is
truth, high mind
• To him: an introduction to the gnosis of the maker of all things
• a sermon on the cup which refers to the monad
though unmanifest is god,
• the greatest ill of men is ignorance: Ri reads this sermon on the conference Call
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Reading: Patty Cota-Robles Dec 9th

A SACRED GIFT FROM MOTHER MARY

[SEE BELOW]

R: and each one of these particles looks like a merkaba vehicle, as Nassim Harimein talks about
T: talks about 2 documentaries about Uganda, from the time of Bill and Hillary Clinton; they went
there to talk to the leaders: this is another regime change to add to the list of what B & H
have done.
B B S RADIO
Music
Reading: Ophiuchus - the 13th constellation and why it is not mentioned

[SEE BELOW]

Started reading this on the conference line with Richard talking about Esclypius, symbol of the 13 th sign of
the zodiac, as well as the A M A [a snake on a staff]
• the Astrological Association decided not to put up the 13th constellation because they did

not want people to know about this sign: it was to do with the jumping of the timelines,
and 13 is the trickster, coyote medicine, and Mother is definitely coyote medicine!
• 13 adds up to 4 which is the eternal flame that remains in the paw of the sphinx.
• Dr Richard Hoagland took a picture of the face on Mars as well as the face of the Sphinx
– cut both faces exactly in half, put them together and got the face of Sekhmet!
• The eternal flame symbolizes the 4th ray with 2 colours: the emerald green ray, and the
white fire core of being ray: the white light is blinding, and the emerald green is the
transformational healing, created by spiritual foundation
• In terms of our bodies, we have the physical #1, emotional #2, mental #3, Spiritual #4 –
- #4 in the dimensions is the dimension which is like the trickster and you
can get yourself in lots of trouble in that dimension, especially if inflated with lower ego
Reads the description: decided not to include the sign as it only spends 7 days in that

constellation – sun went from Scorpius and into Sagittarius – but that was not the case
even in the past!
• Enki is Jehovah - Jehovah is the densifying the shadow of Alcyone, Mother's consort –
the shadow of Alcyone, the Great Central Sun, cast that shadow – this requires us to speak
from our heart – meditation give us the opportunitty to do that – the excuses of ONLY 19
days is a poor one, as there are only 7 days of the Scorpius constellation – only a true
Scorpio when between Nov 22 and 29.
• Libra is the longest one: they picked the 22nd as the day to make the change – Nov 22=
11 – 22 [Don and Doug are twins and Ophiucians!]
• Astrologers like the 12 signs of the astrological wheel as it is neat – YET the constellations are

always changing: we are not in the same place each year we move through the sky yet it is
not noticeable until 2000 years have gone by
• there are 144,000 soul groups which could mean trillions and trillions of souls!

Please listen to the podcast while reading the printed material!
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Reading: 2016-09-26 Stargate Opening: The greatest Epoch in human history and
gathering together of triads within soul groups.
[SEE BELOW]

Audio: Patrick Stewart and Nassim Harimein

The Connected Universe (2016)

1h 38min | Documentary

This fascinating journey of exploration of the connection of all things in the Universe is narrated by
the legendary Sir Patrick Stewart. The film explores the mechanism of connection of all things in
the Universe.
Director:

Malcom Carter

NOT YET AVAILABLE ON YOU TUBE. WHAT WE HEAR IS FROM THE RENTED COPY.

Audio: Max Keiser [KR1004] Keiser Report: Trump & the Politics of Jobs
2016-12-11

https://youtu.be/9HJxpXnCDVQ

We discuss what Trump understands about the politics – not just the economics – of
jobs. In the second half, Max continues his interview with political strategist, Michael
Carmichael, about what went wrong for Hillary. They suggest that it will be Trump’s
first one hundred hours, not his first one hundred days, which will set the agenda.
Audio: Thom Hartmann University Book Club – From the Ashes: A Spiritual Response to
the Act on America: Thom reads the chapter he wrote as his contribution to the book
Audio: Thom Hartmann Book Club

????

Ch 5 Reagan kidnapped the Jetsons

Audio: Redacted Tonight
2016-12-09 [126] Thank Activists For Death of TPP, Standing Rock Not
Over, & Gov’t Filled With Parasites
The wealthy elites and CEOs on Wall Street, Big Pharma and the like will continue to suck us
dry. Watch Redacted Tonight host Lee camp provide the dark, disturbing proof. Also, despite
the total lack of news coverage, the TPP is no more, thanks to the work of activists. And
there’s been a heroic victory for those who stand for Standing Rock BUT there’s no time for
the Water Protectors to sit down. In the second half of the show, correspondent Natalie McGill
joins Lee at the desk to explain her strategy for ending police brutality in the wake of cop
Michael Slager’s, mistrial in the murder of unarmed black man Walter Scott. And finally,
former Redacted correspondent Sam Sacks drops in to talk about a Colorado lawsuit that can
help expose just how terrible the Electoral College really is. This and more on Redacted
Tonight with Lee Camp.
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Reading: about International Human Rights day – what is said in this reading does tie
together all the things we have been listening to, sharing tonight.
Reading: When God was a Woman, Ch 6 If the King did not weep –
Babylon - “She who holds the Reins of Kings” , pp 140
Closing: Rainbird
Music: Sufi Music – T reads the text
Final Closing: a brief sentence about a unicorn
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2016-12-08 James Mattis Is a War Criminal: I Experienced His Attack on Fallujah
Firsthand
By Dahr Jamail

http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article45992.htm

"Information Clearing House" - "Truth Out" Retired marine General James Mattis, who retired from being the head of CENTCOM in 2013, has
become known recently for his stance against what he calls "political Islam."
"Is political Islam in the best interest of the United States?" Mattis said at the far right-wing
Heritage Foundation in 2015. "I suggest the answer is no, but we need to have the discussion. If
we won't even ask the question, how do we even recognize which is our side in a fight?"
Another controversial aspect of his selection that much of the media is focusing on is the fact that
in order to get the job, Mattis would need Congress to pass new legislation to bypass a federal law
stating that it has to have been seven years since defense secretaries have been on active duty.
Congress has only bypassed that law once in US history, and that occurred over 50 years ago.
More importantly, Mattis, known to some by the nickname of "Mad Dog," has shown a callous
disregard for human life, particularly civilians, as evidenced by his behavior leading marines in
Iraq, comments he made about enjoying fighting in Afghanistan because "it's fun to shoot some
people. You know, it's a hell of a hoot," and myriad other problems.
Mattis' Role in the Haditha Massacre
While Mattis has ample military experience -- serving as NATO's supreme allied commander and
with more than 40 years in the Marine Corps, his nickname seems apt.
He also said, when speaking to a group of soldiers about how to behave in Iraq during a 2003
speech, "Be polite, be professional, but have a plan to kill everybody you meet."
But more importantly, he is clearly responsible for carrying out and/or aiding and abetting in
several war crimes.
In November 2005 US marines in Iraq committed a massacre of 24 unarmed Iraqi civilians. The
slaughtering of unarmed men, women, children and elderly people, shot multiple times at close
range, was retribution for a roadside bomb attack on a convoy of marines. The war crimes were
extremely well documented and the atrocity garnered international attention.
When it came time to bring the marines responsible for the massacre to justice, Mattis was the
convening authority over the eight charged with crimes at Haditha.
Mattis went on to dismiss all of the charges leveled against the marines who had been accused of
killing the civilians and of the eight originally charged, only one still faces possible prosecution,
but one can guess how that will end up.
Mattis' Role in Fallujah
Mattis was the head of Camp Pendleton's 1st Marine Division in Iraq and played a lead role during
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both of the US sieges of Fallujah in 2004.
During the April 2004 siege, more than 700 civilians were killed by the US military, according to
Iraqi doctors in the city whom I interviewed in the aftermath of that attack.
While reporting from inside Fallujah during that siege, I personally witnessed women, children,
elderly people and ambulances being targeted by US snipers under Mattis' command. Needless to
say, all of these are war crimes.
During the November siege of Fallujah later that same year, which I also covered first-hand, more
than 5,000 Iraqi civilians were killed. Most were buried in mass graves in the aftermath of the
siege.
Mosques were deliberately targeted by the US military, hospitals bombed, medical workers
detained, ambulances shot at, cease-fires violated, media repressed, and the use of depleted
uranium was widespread. All of these are, again, war crimes.
At that time I broke the story of the US military's use of white phosphorous, an incendiary weapon
similar to napalm in its ability to burn all the way down to the bone. The use of white phosphorus
was a violation of international law, given that it was unleashed in the city during a time when the
Pentagon itself admitted to at least 50,000 civilians still being present.
More than 200,000 civilians were displaced from their homes during the November siege, and
over 75 percent of the city was destroyed.
The horrific legacy of depleted uranium contamination continues, with stillbirths and birth defects
still occurring at astronomical rates, creating a situation so extreme that some Iraqi doctors are
calling it a genocide.
Life Under Attack by Mattis-Led Forces
In this moment, as we countenance Mattis' planned ascension as secretary of defense, I'd like to
share an excerpt from my book Beyond the Green Zone. Taken from a chapter about the April
2004 US siege of Fallujah, this report offers a clear view of the war crimes over which Mattis
presided, including the deliberate targeting of innocent civilians, widespread collective punishment
and more:
***
We rolled toward the one small clinic where we were to deliver our medical supplies. The small
clinic was managed by Maki al-Nazzal, who was hired just four days ago. He was not a doctor. The
other makeshift clinic in Fallujah was in a mechanic's garage. He had barely slept in the past
week, nor had any of the doctors at the small clinic.
Originally, the clinic had just three doctors, but since the US military bombed one of the hospitals
and were currently sniping at people as they attempted to enter or exit the main hospital,
effectively, there were only these two small clinics treating the entire city.
The boxes of medical supplies we brought into the clinic were torn open immediately by the
desperate doctors. A woman entered, slapping her chest and face, and wailing as her husband
carried in the dying body of her little boy. Blood was trickling off one of his arms, which dangled
out of his father's arms. Thus began my witnessing of an endless stream of women and children
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who had been shot by the US soldiers and were now being raced into the dirty clinic, the cars
speeding over the curb out front, and weeping family members carrying in their wounded. One
18-year-old girl had been shot through the neck. She was making breathy gurgling noises as the
doctors frantically worked on her amid her muffled moaning. Flies dodged the working hands of
doctors to return to the patches of her vomit that stained her black abaya.
Her younger brother, a small child of 10 with a gunshot wound in his head from a marine sniper,
his eyes glazed and staring into space, continually vomited as the doctors raced to save his life
while family members cried behind me. "The Americans cut our electricity days ago, so we cannot
vacuum the vomit from his throat," a furious doctor tells me. They were both loaded into an
ambulance and rushed toward Baghdad, only to die en route.
Another small child lay on a blood-spattered bed, also shot by a sniper. The boy's grandmother lay
nearby, shot as she was attempting to carry children from their home and flee the city. She lay on
a bed dying, still clutching a bloodied white surrender flag. Hundreds of families were trapped in
their homes, terrorized by US snipers shooting from rooftops and the minarets of mosques
whenever they saw someone move past a window.
Blood bags were being kept in a food refrigerator, warmed under running water before being given
to patients. There were no anesthetics. The lights went out as the generator ran dry of fuel, so the
doctors, who had been working for days on end, worked by light provided by men holding up
cigarette lighters or flashlights as the sun set. Needless to say, there was no air-conditioning
inside the steamy "clinic."
One victim of the US military aggression after another was brought into the clinic, nearly all of
them women and children, carried by weeping family members. Those who had not been hit by
bombs from warplanes had been shot by US snipers. The one functioning ambulance left at this
clinic sat outside with bullet holes in the sides and a small group of shots right on the driver's side
of the windshield. The driver, his head bandaged from being grazed by the bullet of a sniper,
refused to go collect any more of the dead and wounded.
Standing near the ambulance in frustration, Maki told us, "They [US soldiers] shot the ambulance
and they shot the driver after they checked his car, inspected his car, and knew that he was
carrying nothing. Then they shot him. And then they shot the ambulance. And now I have no
ambulance to evacuate more than 20 wounded people. I don't know who is doing this and why he
is doing this. This is terrible. This has never happened before. And I don't know who to call
because it seems that nobody is listening."
The stream of patients slowed to a sporadic influx as night fell. Maki sat with me as we shared
cigarettes in a small office in the rear of the clinic. "For all my life, I believed in American
democracy," he told me with an exhausted voice. "For 47 years, I had accepted the illusion of
Europe and the United States being good for the world, the carriers of democracy and freedom.
Now I see that it took me 47 years to wake up to the horrible truth. They are not here to bring
anything like democracy or freedom.
"Now I see it has all been lies. The Americans don't give a damn about democracy or human
rights. They are worse than even Saddam." I asked him if he minded if I quoted him with his
name. "What are they going to do to me that they haven't already done here," he said.
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Another car skipped over the curb outside and a man who was burned from head to toe was
carried in on a stretcher. He surely died shortly, as there was no way this clinic could treat
massive burns. Maki, frustrated and in shock, said, "They say there is a cease-fire. They said 12
o'clock, so people went out to do some shopping. Everybody who went out was shot and this
place was full, and half of them were dead."
More than 20 dead bodies had been brought to this clinic during the last 24 hours of the "ceasefire." Shortly after this, another car skidded to a stop, and a man hit with cluster bombs was
unloaded. "The Americans have been using cluster bombs often here," Maki tells me somberly.
"And of course they love their DU [depleted uranium]."
***
It is clear that Trump's secretary of defense selection of Mattis, an unprosecuted war criminal, is
yet another egregious act against justice and the rule of international law.
Mattis was a high-level marine commander overseeing both sieges of Fallujah who then played an
active role in making sure eight marines involved in a massacre walked away from any
appropriate punishment.
These are just a few of his highlights from Iraq.
Imagine what he could do to the rest of the world.

Dahr Jamail, a Truthout staff reporter, is the author of The Will to Resist: Soldiers Who Refuse to
Fight in Iraq and Afghanistan (Haymarket Books, 2009), and Beyond the Green Zone: Dispatches
From an Unembedded Journalist in Occupied Iraq (Haymarket Books, 2007). Jamail reported from
Iraq for more than a year, as well as from Lebanon, Syria, Jordan and Turkey over the last 10
years, and has won the Martha Gellhorn Award for Investigative Journalism, among other awards.
Copyright, Truthout.
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2016-12-09 JOIN US LIVE DEC. 12TH FOR A SACRED GIFT FROM MOTHER MARY
by Patricia Cota-Robles
www.eraofpeace.org
It is vital for all of us to stay focused on the Light, even in the face of what often appears to be
outer-world chaos.
On December 12th, the day dedicated worldwide to the Celebration of the Virgin of Guadalupe,
Mother Mary is presenting Humanity with an opportunity to receive a powerful Gift of Light. The
Divine Intent of Mother Mary’s Sacred Gift is to prepare each of us at a cellular level to receive the
most intensified frequencies of Light the Earth has ever been able to withstand in 2017.
According to the Company of Heaven, this unprecedented influx of Light will be anchored on Earth
through the Divinity of every person’s Heart Flame by his or her I AM Presence. This will occur
during the first eleven days of 2017. Then each person’s I AM Presence will use this Light to assist
with their transformation throughout the rest of the year.
We were informed by the Beings of Light that this new frequency of Light will be instrumental in
bringing the Truth of the patterns of perfection for the New Earth into the hearts and conscious
minds of the masses of Humanity. The realization of this Truth will be a critical factor in lifting
Humanity out of fear and completing the purification of the human miscreations that have been
pushed to the surface all over the planet during the events of 2016.
Numerically 2017 is a one year, 2+0+1+7=10 and 1+0=1. One is the number that reflects
rebirth, transformation and new beginnings. New Years Day, January 1, 2017, will be 1 (month) 1
(day) 1 (year) = 1-1-1. Eleven days later, January 11, 2017, will be a 1 (month) 11 (day) 1 (year)
= 1-11-1 or 11:11. Eleven is the master number that reflects the transformation of the physical
into the Divine. 11:11 is the sacred geometric coding within Humanity’s DNA that began initiating
Humanity’s Awakening several decades ago. Many people have been oblivious to this subtle
motivator for our Awakening, but with the new frequency of Light we will receive in January we
are being told that will no longer be the case.
December 12, 2016, the 12:12 Gateway
Beloved Mother Mary is an exponent of the Divine Mother Principle on Earth, and she has accepted
the responsibility of holding the Immaculate Concept, which is the Divine Blueprint, for each of us
personally and for Humanity’s Ascension in the Light collectively. This process requires
recalibrating our DNA structures into the 5th-Dimensional frequencies of our Father-Mother God’s
Twelve Crystalline Solar Aspects of Deity.
Scientists used to believe that our DNA was stationary and stagnant. We now know that our DNA
is a shimmering, waveform configuration that is moment by moment being modified by Light,
solar radiation, magnetic fields, sonic impulses, gamma rays, thoughtforms and emotions.
When Humanity’s I AM Presences join together as one voice, one heartbeat, one breath, and one
energy, vibration and consciousness of pure Divine Love to collectively imprint the genetic codes
for the Twelve 5th-Dimensional Crystalline Solar Aspects of Deity onto our DNA, these patterns
will ignite every cell in our bodies and gradually lift us into alignment with our 5th-Dimensional
Crystalline Solar Light Bodies. This Crystalline perfection will then be secured in the nucleus of
every atomic and subatomic particle and wave of Life on Earth. Once this is accomplished, our
greatly accelerated transformation will take place in what will be perceived as “the twinkling of an eye.”
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This is the Sacred Gift that Mother Mary is offering to us on 12:12, but in order for us to receive
the maximum benefit from this Gift of Light she needs our help. There is a Universal Law that
states, “The call for assistance must come from the Realm where the assistance is needed.” In
order for those of us abiding on Earth to receive this Gift of Light from the Heavenly Realms, we
must invoke it into our Heart Flames and project it into the physical plane on the Holy Breath. This
is what is meant by the expression “God needs a body.”
Mother Mary is invoking our assistance at this time on behalf of ALL Humanity. She is
asking for everyone who has the Heart Call to do so to volunteer to be the Open Door
for the Light she is offering to bless Humanity with on December 12, 2016.
To accommodate Mother Mary’s request Jacklyn Johnston and I will have a LIVE Online
broadcast on her wonderful program You Awakening.
Our broadcast will air LIVE on December 12th at 11:00 a.m. Pacific Time (Los Angeles)
or 2:00 p.m. Eastern Time (New York).
Please join us for the powerful Activity of Light that has been given to us at this time by Mother
Mary with the Divine Intent of preparing Humanity to receive the maximum benefit from the
monumental influx of Light that will be anchored on Earth during the first eleven days of the New
Year.
This broadcast is FREE! If you are unable to join us LIVE, you can listen to the REPLAY that will be
available immediately following the show.
Jacklyn will also make a FREE downloadable MP3 available of Mother Mary’s Activity of Light,
which you can have for your personal use or to share with others you feel would want to assist
Mother Mary in blessing Humanity with this Sacred Gift of Light.
If you have already registered for Jacklyn’s program, You Awakening, she will be
sending you an email with the link to join us LIVE, or on the REPLAY.
If you have not already registered for Jacklyn’s program You Awakening please do so by
clicking on this link www.youawakening.com
God Bless You,
Your Light is needed NOW!
Patricia Cota-Robles
New Age Study of Humanity’s Purpose
a 501 (c) 3 nonprofit educational organization
www.eraofpeace.org
FAX: 520-751-2981
Phone:520-885-7909
New Age Study of Humanity’s Purpose
PO Box 41883,
Tucson, Arizona 85717
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2016-12-10 The 13th Zodiac Sign - Ophiuchus
Written originally on Aug 21, 2013
In mythology, Ophiucus is identified with the healer Asclepius, the son of Apollo, who was able
to bring the dead back to life. Realizing his power, Hades convinced Zeus to kill Asclepius with a
lightning bolt, and he was placed into the stars as a constellation after his death.
The constellation, Ophiuchus, has been known since ancient times, and is better known as
Serpentarius, the Serpent Holder. It is included in the list of 48 constellations described by
Ptolemy. Ophiuchus is depicted as a man handling a serpent; his body dividing the large snake
into two parts, giving way to the symbol used today as an Asclepius – the medical staff.
Astrologers have not included Ophiuchus in the wheel of Astrological signs because the Sun
spends only about nineteen days in this 13th sign of the Mazzaroth. Not that there wasn’t a 13th
sign in the Heavens, but as far as Astrologers were concerned, the Sun traveled from the
constellation ‘Scorpius’ and then proceeded directly into the sign of Sagittarius. In reality, this was
not the case. The Sun, for 19 days of the year, travels through the star constellation ‘Ophiuchus’
before entering Sagittarius from Scorpius – see chart below. thus The sign of Ophiuchus is
patterned after the original ‘Serpent Holder’, Enki, a Sumerian god
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The signs of the Zodiac are for the most part, the highway, or path on which the Sun takes it’s
yearly journey across the heavens – as it would appear to Earthlings. These signs are actually star
constellations occupying space in which the Sun appears to travels in an earth year. The original
twelve signs/constellations: Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius,
Capricorn, Aquarius, and Pisces are quite familiar to everyone, however, the thirteenth sign and
constellation, [Ophiuchus], is in fact, not well known. To acknowledge a 13th sign now would
seem awkward for astrologers, who like the tidiness of 12 signs that rule over the 12 houses of
the Zodiac. The heavens are alive and they do change after a few thousand years and the
astrologer who wants to maintain accuracy must change along with the signs in the heavens.

Ophiuchus 13th sign zodiac
The constellation of Ophiuchus is the only sign of the Zodiac which is linked to a real man. This
man lived in ancient Egypt around the 27th century BCE, and his name was Imhotep [again
patterned after Enki]. Many of the same attributes of Imhotep can also be found in the Biblical
Hebrew man Joseph, son of Jacob – [see comparison chart for these two men in separate article].
Imhotep is credited with many accomplishments including the knowledge and use of medicine. It
is said of Imhotep that he brought the art of healing to mankind. The symbol of a serpent [or
snake], which is still widely used today to represent the medical profession, was used to represent
Imhotep. Imhotep was also known as ‘Aesclepius’ to the ancient Greeks, but by any name the
attributes are still all the same.
The attributes listed below describe the Serpent Holder, Imhotep, i.e. the Hebrew Joseph, and
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Aesclepius. The keyword descriptions seen below, originated with Betty Rhodes, and are the
Attributes for the 13th sign of the Zodiac – Ophiuchus
– interpreter of dreams, vivid premonitions,
– attracts good luck and fruitful blessings,
– serpent holder, lofty ideals,
– a seeker of peace and harmony,
– doctor of medicine or science, natural-pathic,
– adds, increases, joins, or gathers together
– poetical, inventive nature, expanding qualities,
– seeks higher education and wisdom,
– overseer, supervisor of work,
– fame
– either grand, or completely misunderstood,
– longevity, aspirations of healing the ills of man,
– architect, builder, reaches for the stars, figuratively and literally,
– tax assessor, or levys taxes,
– astrological talents, intuitive,
– large family indicated, but apt to be separated from them when young,
– the number twelve holds great significance,
– foresight and good fortune to benefit from hard times,
– has secret enemies in family or close associations,
– many jealous of this subject,
– notable father, apple of father’s eye when young,
– high position in life expected [depending on aspects]; highest fame and legend comes after death
– feelings of granular, wise, genius mentality,
– likes to wear clothing of vibrant colors, and plaids in particular,
– receives the favor of those in authority.
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ACTUAL TRUE ZODIAC
1 ARIES = APRIL 19 – MAY 13
2 TAURUS = MAY 14 – JUNE 19
3 GEMINI = JUNE 20 – JULY 20
4 CANCER = JULY 21 – AUG 9
5 LEO = AUGUST 10 – SEPTEMBER 15
6 VIRGO = SEPTEMBER 16 – OCTOBER 30
7 LIBRA = OCTOBER 31 – NOVEMBER 22
8 SCORPIO = NOVEMBER 23 – NOVEMBER 29
9 OPHIUCHUS = NOVEMBER 30 – DECEMBER 17
10 SAGITTARIUS = DECEMBER 18 – JANUARY 18
11 CAPRICORN = JANUARY 19 – FEBRUARY 15
12 AQUARIUS = FEBRUARY 16 – MARCH 11
13 PISCES = MARCH 12 – APRIL 18

Source: www.cool-story.com

The Mind Unleashed is a News and Consciousness dissemination organization that seeks to break
the chains of conventional thinking. If you resonate with what you see here, you can follow us by
clicking any of the social icons above.
http://themindunleashed.com/2013/08/the-13th-zodiac-sign-ophiuchus.htm
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2014-09-26 Stargate opening: The greatest Epoch in human history and gathering
together of triads within soul groups.
by Judith Kusel
https://judithkusel.wordpress.com/2014/09/26/stargate-opening-thegreatest-epoch-in-human-history-and-gathering-together-of-triads-within-soul-groups/

Mankind at certain times has always stood before immense epochs in their history, where the
collective stood before the portals of the next dimensions and then had to either step through this
portal, or were left behind.
Whether this was in the civilizations before Lemuria, and Atlantis or afterwards, there were always
times when the higher paths, and the higher evolutionary states could have been reached, but
then the self-destructive tendencies which haunted mankind since the first time, would reemerge.
Therefore it has been declared that this time round this would not be allowed to happen. It was
declared that this time round, enough Light workers would be activated who could step through
those portals, and then bring in those necessary octaves of rising which would allow the New
Earth to truly settle in, without outside interference.
A lot of souls therefore, who were highly evolved, then volunteered to assist the planet through
this new epoch and ensure the full anchoring in and blossoming of the New Golden Age.
The transition phase then has now begun – the phase when the old is making way for the new and
therefore now the frequencies and vibrations of the planet are undergoing immense upgrades and,
with it, the upgrading of mankind is simultaneously happening.
These upgrades have then come through the continued blasting of solar flares from the sun,
amplified by those from the Great Central Suns, and therefore also from the Inner Sun of the
inner world. Even more so, the Photon belt has moved in, and is helping to amplify the energy
shifts even more.
As this moves the earth into much higher octaves of frequencies and vibrations, this will affect all
life and life forms.
It needs to be known that some call this ascension, but ascension means essentially that one
switches from one octave of Being, into higher octaves of being, each octave consisting of 12 tiers
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of dimensional states, with the 13th the platform to obtain the keys and codes and the momentum
to carry one through the next portal into the next octave of Being.
It is therefore imperative now to become aware of the soul and its higher role within this whole
revamping of mankind. As much as a soul is pure energy, it carries within it certain frequencies
and vibrations which form the soul patterns, and vibrate at a certain tonal chords and soul colors.
When these then are amplified up to a certain level, the soul is then ready to step up in frequency
and vibration, by starting to tap into ALL its other soul parts, and unite as one, and then step up
even more to unite with its entire monad, or Soul Group, and then even more amplified.
Some Soul groups form part of a greater Over-Soul group or Cluster, and these then form 144 000
of such soul groups within the central soul octaves = one could liken this to a type of
confederation of soul groups who work in tandem or conjunction with each other and form part of
an overall cosmic pattern within the greater framework of the cosmic creative Soul patterns.
It is therefore no accident that twin flames are being pulled together for immense higher service
work at this time, and this will be amplified in the next few months and years. It is the call to step
up in much higher service, and one which is truly there in selfless service and never to selfservice.
It is also no accident that soul families are being pulled together, and those souls who have always
worked together within the nucleus of special assignments.
For example: Some of these nucleus not only includes the triads form within one soul, as of 12 to
13 flames, but also forms the nucleus of the triad within the triad within the triad.
This is the sacred triad on which the whole of creation is based: Isis, Osiris, Horus.
These triads are considered immensely sacred and holy and have incarnated to bring about
massive shifts in the octaves of consciousness on this planet. They have been drawn together in
the last few years, and will start working together; the twin flames within these triads now
combine their sacred flames in total dedication to higher service.
The soul group most involved with this is the Illumined Ones, and they are the nucleus of souls
who have immense service work to do here.
They work in tandem with the Loving Ones, and the Graces, and these in turn form a triad for
these soul groups form a triad within the greater 144 000 soul groups.
It is then that all of these souls have to awake to that which is there, deep inside of them, and
they have to work towards stepping up in service work and in higher soul activation, and they
hold collectively immensely important keys and codes which need to be used in those higher
octaves of Being.
Again, no more so than the Illumined Ones, who hold the central keys and codes and are there is
one group in particular who have taken upon themselves immense work in this regard. It takes on
the responsibility of leadership; it takes on the mantle of integrity and truth and absolute purity of
intent.
It is therefore in general then that these souls will know if they fall into these categories for
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something deep inside of them will resonate with this.
The New Golden Age is the Age of SOUL-FUL living, and truly living from within the heart and soul.
It is imperative that a soul wakes up to its own soul self, and to its highest soul mission and
purpose, if it has not already done so.
The more the soul is activated from deep within, the more the heart energies open up and the sun
of the Heart is activated. It in turn is activated by the Central Sun bringing in the higher octaves
of frequencies, transmitted via the cosmic heart and into the earth heart and into the soul heart.
Again, here the Cosmic Heart, Earth heart and the human heart energy centers form a sacred
triad. Heed ye this!
The Golden Age has at its core heart the SUN – the heart-sun.
Awaken ye then to the immensity of the Epoch – the greatest Epoch in human history!
Such-like has never happened before and is bringing in mass rising in frequencies and vibrations
such as this earth has never known!
(Judith Kusel)
(For soul and Twin-flame Soul readings information: http://www.judith-kusel.com)
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